Stop-by-stop rider verification.
Easier route exception management.
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Prevent wrong bus, wrong stop incidents.
Part of protecting students is making sure they get on the right bus and off at the
right stop. Otherwise, they’re at risk of being lost—or worse.
Enabled by Zonar Z Pass™, Zonar Verify is a mobile app that resides on the driver’s
tablet, and adds an extra layer of student rider security and visibility. Students
scan their RFID card as they get on and off. Verify automatically compares each
scan to the route’s manifest and alerts the driver if there’s an exception. All using
the same touchless system.

Give drivers the tools to protect student riders.
Not all bus drivers, especially substitutes, know how many or which students are
supposed to be picked up or dropped off. Verify displays the scheduled trips and
stop-by stop passenger manifests. Then, at each stop, Verify displays a roster of
student riders and their grade level. If a student scans off at a wrong stop or is
too young to disembark without a caregiver present, Verify provides a visual and
audible alert so the driver can protect that student.
Each trip also shows a real-time count of how many students are on board. If
there’s an emergency, the driver can quickly provide how many and their names.

Features and Functions
• Review stop-by-stop and full
route passenger manifests
• Manage real-time rider
exceptions
• Receive visible and audible
rider exception alerts
• Prompt required child check
after every route
• Download daily routing
information automatically
• Integrates with Transfinder
and BusPlanner®
• Available on drivers’ Zonar
Connect™ and Samsung
Galaxy Tab Active2 devices

Streamline route management. Empower every driver.
Update day-of changes quickly and easily. RouteBoard®, Verify’s secure online management portal, integrates and
automatically downloads daily routes from your transportation management system (TMS)—and enables dispatchers
to edit bus assignments for each. Route updates are pushed directly to the Verify mobile app, so drivers always have
the latest information.
Review alerts and rider exceptions. Access current and historical rider activity for greater insight. And pull bus, stop
and route utilization data for easier Medicaid reimbursement paperwork submissions as well as improved routing
accuracy improvements.

Benchmark performance metrics in real time.
Routeboard enables dispatch and administration to view a real-time summary of fleet performance while the vehicles
are in operation. Identify gaps in processes to drive better performance and make parents’ lives easier.
View three real-time metrics.
• Route status: Check which trips are completed, in progress or not yet started.
• Real-time performance: Confirm how many trips are running on time or late.
• Unassigned routes: See the number of routes that have and have not been assigned to a driver.
Per trip, each stop is displayed, along with its planned arrival time and student rider roster. Dispatch can also see
actual arrival times compared to the planned, and if the bus is (x) minutes ahead of or behind schedule. And which
students are planned to board or depart at each stop. Know exactly what happened and who got on or off the bus
for each stop.
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